We have also seen how carefully the stronger material, the '"?compact" bone is arranged on the outside of the bone, where the greatest strain is found, and that it is increased in amount, though to a small extent, at those points where the strain is greatest, the bone being of the cylindrical shape, iioniachfor the "shaft' of the femur; but now as regards this crane-like part at one end, technically called the " head." Is there any reason why it should be this peculiar shape?
This is the only bone in the body which has to support the 3aine amount of weight and in this special manner. The other long bones do not. The lower part of the leg below ii5e knee consists of two distinct bones (tibia and fibula), which share the weight. In the arm there is no special weight to be supported, because the strain is that of a pulling force, or if a heavy weight be held in the hand, of a sustaining forcc ; but there is no weight at the shoulder at all comparable to that at the hip. Hence, whilst the humerus has a more or less rounded " head " to meet its special use, the femur has a "head" and a "neck," the protuberances between the neck and the shaft being technically called the great and Over this a layer of cotton wadding should be placed, and the dressing secured by bandages. When the whole of the injured part has been thus treated, the patient should be kept absolutely at rest; warmth must be maintained by blankets, and, if necessary, by hot bottles, and nourishment must not be forgotten. For further treatment the nurse must await the orders of the doctor for whom she has, of course, already sent. The matrons of these hospitals are not always trame nurses and few are diplomaed mid wives ; they are also a poor y paid staff. If better pay were given, a better class of nurse could be provided, but that is not a matter for public enter prise, but rather for the Government to take up.
Measles has been very prevalent this year at Simla, and no scarlet fever has broken out. At the Simla Convent a lit child has died of scarlet fever of whom it was told tn coming out on the troopship to India, her mother was go1 b downstairs with the child in her arms, her foot caught an'a she feit herself falling she screamed to a soldier to catch n child ; she threw it to him ; it was the lass word she _spo < for she herself was killed, and the poor little mite is no dead of scarlet fever. The Cornhill Magazine for June gives us the conclusion of " With Edged Tools," a conclusion which, though to be anticipated, is not, strictly speaking, quite a happy one. The story is both clever and attractive, and our interest has been well sustained in it throughout its perusal. A paper ou " The German Military Examination " is contained also in this number. Had the various items herein recorded been contrasted side by side with other international army requirements, it would have proved itself both a si^nifioant and an interesting comparison.
The Humanitarian continues to sustain the reputation it has deservedly gained of an organ that does not fear facing the problems of the day. Those 
